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We are actively seeking partnerships with shutter businesses 
across the UK and Central and Western European countries. By 
collaborating with Shutters Factory, you can elevate your end-
clients' spaces with our elegant plantation shutters, renowned for 
their aesthetic appeal and functional excellence. Partner with us to 
transform any interior with our versatile shutters, designed to meet 
the highest standards of quality and style, and to create lasting 
satisfaction and loyalty among your customers.

Based in Chessington, UK, Shutters Factory stands as a testament to British excellence in the 
design and manufacture of plantation shutters. Since our inception in 2010, we have 
committed to blending traditional craftsmanship with modern techniques to develop an 
extensive and diverse product range. Our commitment to quality has made us a trusted 
supplier of plantation shutters across the UK and Europe.

Our manufacturing facility in Romania, where we craft our renowned Mimeo composite 
shutters. Using advanced technology and premium materials, we ensure each shutter 
meets our high standards of quality and durability. This strategic location allows us to offer a 
remarkable delivery time of just 4-6 weeks to any location in the UK and European countries, 
underscoring our commitment to efficiency and client satisfaction.



We manufacture shutters for all window shapes

Rectangular 3 Section Bay Window Bow Bay Window Box Bay Window

Half Round 
Suburst

Triangle

Multi Panel
Arch

Sunburst at Top
with Divider Strip 

Sunburst at Top 
with T post

Sunburst Panel 
with Frame

French Door Cutout

Angled Raked

Elongated Eyebrow
Sunburst

Hexagon Octagon

Eyebrow Sunburst Quarter Round Circle

Shutters with 
integrated blackout blinds
Transform your customers' spaces with 
our elegant plantation shutters, now 
engineered for complete darkness. Our 
innovative blackout shutters, featuring a 
special frame that accommodates an 
integrated blackout honeycomb blind, 
provide unparalleled style and total light 
blockage. Ideal for environments where 
complete darkness is essential.

Modern and stylish offering

Wide range of interior 
applications

Durability, robust products

Easy installation

Distinctive selling 
proposition

Competitive pricing

Market appeal, increasing 
demand
High customer satisfaction

Product training

Delivery 4-6 weeks from 
our Romanian factory

Benefits
of working 

with us



Mimeo composite shutters, reinforced 
with aluminium, set the standard for 
unmatched durability and are designed 
to excel in any environment.

These shutters boast a decade-long 10-
year warranty, affirming their position as 
the strongest on the market, suitable for 
modern and traditional decors alike.

Their sleek design, combined with     
ease of installation and minimal 
maintenance, offers superior energy 
efficiency and UV protection, making 
them the premier choice for a broad 
spectrum of customer needs.

Sentry MDF shutters are wrapped in a 
durable polymer coating, transforming 
them into a robust, highly resilient option 
that’s both tough and affordable.

This innovative polymer-coated MDF 
construction ensures they stand up to 
the demands of any setting, offering a 
unique blend of strength, durability, and 
ease of maintenance.

Available exclusively in Pure White, their 
timeless aesthetics enhance any decor, 
providing both functional benefits and 
visual appeal for diverse interior design 
projects.

Crafted from Douglas fir wood, Classic 
wood shutters embody natural elegance 
and timeless charm.

They enrich any space with their 
authent ic  warmth  and super io r 
durability, making them an excellent 
investment for those seeking to elevate 
their interior design.

With the ability to offer exceptional light 
control, insulation, and privacy, these 
shutters also boast a versatile appeal 
that suits a wide array of design 
preferences, from the traditional to the 
contemporary.
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Dura aluminium shutters represent the 
ultimate in modern shutter design, 
combining the strength and lightweight 
proper t ies  o f  a lumin ium wi th  a 
contemporary aesthetic.

Suitable for a variety of applications, 
both indoor and outdoor, they are 
designed to withstand harsh weather 
conditions, ensuring long-lasting 
beauty and functionality.

Available in an array of colours, these 
shutters offer flexibility in design while 
p rov id ing  benefits  such  as  low 
maintenance, high security, and energy 
efficiency, making them an ideal 
solution for today's dynamic living 
environments.

Select ash wood shutters, crafted from 
premium ash wood, showcase a 
luxur ious  gra in  texture  and are 
renowned for their  strength and 
aesthetic versatility.

They are available in a wide selection of 
painted and stained colours, providing 
unparalleled customization options to 
match any interior style.

These shutters not only promise to 
enhance the visual appeal of a space 
but also offer functional benefits 
including excellent durability, light 
control, and insulation, making them a 
preferred choice for upscale projects.

MIMEO 
composite shutters

SENTRY 
MDF shutters

CLASSIC 
wood shutters

SELECT 
ash wood shutters
DURA 
aluminium shutters

Composite

High-quality MDF

Douglas fir wood

Premium ash wood

Aluminium

MATERIAL COLOURS

1

1

10

12+10

6+7

TOP SELLING POINTS
100% waterproof, 
4-6wks delivery
Budget-friendly 
solution
Market appeal, 
high demand
Distinctive selling 
proposition

High-security
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Full-Height Style

Tier on Tier Style Solid Panels

Café Style
Cafe style shutters will only cover the
lower section of a window. By default they
follow the window layout but can be built
as low or as high as needed. Cafe style 
shutters can come or with without a top 
side frame.

This layout allows for two sets of panels on 
top of each other that opens independently. 

 It provides the most control in managing
 airflow and light. Tier on Tier shutters may 

come or with without a horizo ntal T-post  .

The Solid panel shutters were created
having tradition in mind. They are a lot
more beneficial at keeping light at bay
when needed. Solid panels have no slats
and can be built in conjunction with any
of the other styles.

The Full height shutter panels span the
entire height of the window.  As a further
customisation, panels may have 
split louvre sections  midrailsor .



French Cut Doors

meant for single opening doors. The
shutter will always be full height and will
allow for either a  or a square cut round cut
around the door handle.

Special Shapes
Besides rectangular shaped shutters we
can offer solutions for various shaped

 windows or openings. Odd shaped windows
 may have shutters too, whether they are
  round, oval, rake shaped triangular. or 

Tracked Bi-Folding
The Tracked bi-folding style comes with
panels mounted on 1 set of rails: top and
bottom. The panels fold to either or both
sides of the opening. This design is
particulary  orsuitable for patio doors
room dividers.

The French cut door configuration is

The Tracked bi-pass configuration comes 
with the panels mounted on at least 2 
different sets of parallel rails. In this case, 
the panels slide and overlay on top of each 
other. The panels get mounted onto the rails 
only and they are not hinged. This design is 
particularly suitable for sliding doors, 
wardrobe dressing roomsand .

Tracked Bi-Pass
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Headquarters, main warehouse, showroom & training centre - Chessington, UK
Address:
Unit 3, Kingston Business Centre, Fullers Way S, KT9 1DQ, Chessington, UK

Regional distribution centre and office - Manchester, UK
Address:
Withington Road, Whalley Range, M16 8FB, Manchester, UK

EU distribution centre and office - Standdaarbuiten, Netherlands
Address:
Markt, 4759 BM, Standdaarbuiten, The Netherlands

Factory - Onesti, Romania
Address:
Avantului 23, 601124, Onesti, Romania

Phone:
+44 (0) 20 8908 9277

Email: 
order@shuttersfactory.biz

Website:
shuttersfactory.biz
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